Clarification No.1 – Response to clarifications received by Email

Reimbursable Loan Agreement (RLA)

National Consultant (Civil Engineer) for the setting up of land-based nurseries and seawater pumping system for the Adaptation Fund financed-UNDP supported ‘Restoring Marine Ecosystem Services by Rehabilitating Coral Reefs to Meet a Changing Climate Future’ project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query No.</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Response to Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.        | We note that the bidding exercise is restricted to CRPE registered civil engineers or marine engineers. We would kindly request you to clarify why this specification given that CRPE registered Environmental engineers are fully capable of undertaking this assignment. | Kindly note that as per the Terms of Reference, the Consultant must have the following professional and technical qualifications:  
• Master’s degree or equivalent in civil engineering or marine engineering or construction works (mechanical and civil construction) or another relevant subject.  

Or

• A Bachelor’s Degree in civil engineering or marine engineering or construction works (mechanical and civil construction) or another relevant subject and a master’s degree in Project Management or equivalent.’

In addition, ‘the requirements for the applicant to be a Registered Professional Engineer and the parent company to hold a Professional Indemnity Insurance Cover are mandatory.’ |

Signature  
Name: Sameer Khudaroo  
For Operations Manager  

Date: 15 September 2021